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Lift Assist Salon Top
Shown with optional
Adjustable Side Arm Rests
and Universal Table Extender

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

WARNINGS
TABLE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Parts Included:

1 - Table Top
1 - Wrench

8 - Washers

STEP 1

Place the table top upside down on the floor.

STEP 2

Each leg has a number by the top bolt that corresponds
with a number on the inside corners of the table top.
(Excluding non-cabinet versions of the Flat top and
Back Rest top tables. These legs are universal.) Pick
any leg and match the number. Place the top leg bolt
through the metal corner bracket (note – if you have an
adjustable leg section, it may be necessary to raise the
leg section to install the leg). Attach washer and nut
and tighten this bolt using the supplied wrench or your
own ½” socket wrench. Install one leg only.

STEP 3

Place the shelf upside down on top of the table top.
Lift the corner of the shelf and place the bottom leg
bolt through the metal corner bracket of the shelf.
Place a flat washer and nut on the bolt and hand
tighten only.

STEP 4

Find the leg for the opposite corner
(match the number). Lift the shelf
and insert the 2 leg bolts through
the 2 metal corner brackets. Place
a flat washer and nut on each bolt
and turn the nut into position with
the wrench, but do not completely
tighten.
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8 - Nylock
Nuts

4 - Main Legs
w/extensions

1 - Shelf

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

STEPWARNINGS
5 Non-Cabinet models only
Repeat Step 4 for each of the remaining legs. Match
the number (Excluding non-cabinet versions of the Flat
top and Back Rest top tables. These legs are universal).
Hand tighten the bolts. After the last leg is installed
tighten all 8 bolts. Table assembly is now complete.
Turn table right-side up and proceed to directions for
use on the next page.

STEP 5 Cabinet models only
Locate the 3rd leg (match the number), correct
end panel (note that there is a large and small end
panel) and one set of doors (note – Top of doors
is marked with a “T” on the back side. The front
door is marked with an “F” and the rear door is
marked with an “R”.
Insert the 1st set of doors into the tracks and slide
towards the center of the table (make sure the “T”
is towards the fabric top). Keep light downward
pressure on the shelf to hold the doors and end
panel in place.

Install end panel - Place correct end panel against
previously mounted leg (locate end of panel
between pins and leg flange).

Hold the leg and insert the 2 leg bolts through the 2
metal corner brackets. You may need to wiggle leg
and maybe tap lightly into the final position. Also
note that the small angle bracket mounted on the
leg fits on the plastic track. Place a flat washer and
nut on each bolt and turn the nut into position with
the wrench, but do not completely tighten. Repeat
this procedure for the last leg.

Tighten the top bolt on all 4 legs (bolt nearest the
fabric). Check that doors all slide easily. If they
slide easily, then tighten the 4 leg nuts located on
the shelf. If the doors do not slide easily then lift
up slightly on the shelf to produce a small gap
between shelf and edge of doors, then tighten the
leg shelf bolt. Table assembly is now complete.
Turn table right-side up and proceed to directions
for use on next page.
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OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

WARNINGS
OPERATING THE MANUAL TOP (IF EQUIPPED)
BACK REST

Back Rest
Control

To Raise the Back Rest:
Raise the back rest by pressing the lever under the head section and lifting up to the desired height. It is
recommended that clients take some of their weight off the back rest while you lift.

To Lower the Back Rest:
Press the lever under the head section and push the back rest down. Release the lever and the back rest
will stay in place.

To change position of the Back Rest lever:
The back rest lever can be moved to the opposite side of the back rest by removing the screws and
relocating the hand lever to the opposite side of the top into the four pre-drilled holes.

LEG REST

Leg Rest
Control

To Raise the Leg Rest:
Raise the leg rest by pulling the handle on the side of the leg section and raise to the desired height.
It is recommended that clients take some of their weight off the leg rest while you lift.

To Lower the Leg Rest:
Pull the handle on the side of the leg section and push the leg section down. Release the handle once
leg rest is at desired location and the leg section will stay in place.

To Change Position of the Leg Rest Handle:
The leg rest handle can be moved to the opposite side of the table. First, remove the screws from the
handle and replace just the screws. Move handle to the opposite side of the table. Remove the screws
that are there and mount handle.
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ARM REST INSTRUCTIONS

WARNINGS
ARM REST INSTALLATION AND ADJUSTMENT INSTRUCTIONS
OPTIONAL ACCESSORY
AVAILABLE ON SALON TOP ONLY
CAUTION: Do not use the arm rest for
client weight support during the mounting
or dismounting of the table. The arm rest is
not designed to support the client’s weight.
Adjustable Side Arm Rests

Manicure Arm Rests

TO INSTALL THE ARM REST:

The arm rests adjust automatically as the table’s back support moves to remain parallel to the floor in any position.
They are designed to be strong and will take a reasonable amount of weight, but they are not designed to be used to
sustain a person’s weight when getting on or off the table.

1. Insert end of arm rest into
hole in back rest while holding
arm rest at 60° angle.

2. Push end all the way into hole and drop arm rest into horizontal
position. Tug slightly to make sure the arm rest is fully locked to
the table (for client safety).

To remove the arm rest, simply reverse the procedure above.

TO LEVEL THE ARM REST:
The arm rest height is adjusted to level at the factory. When in use, some of the new
parts will wear, and you may see some sagging of the arm rest over time. If the arm
rest is too low the height can easily be adjusted using the enclosed Allen wrench.

To Raise the Arm Rest

1. Loosen bottom 2 set screws
(turn counter-clockwise).

2. Turn side set screw in (clockwise) while lightly raising the arm
rest with your other hand (to make
the adjustment easier).

3. When you have achieved the desired
height, tighten the two bottom set screws
(turn clockwise).

2. Turn side set screw out (turn
counter-clockwise).

3. When you have achieved the desired
height, tighten the two bottom set screws
(turn clockwise).

To Lower the Arm Rest
1. Loosen bottom 2 set screws
(turn counter-clockwise).
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WARNINGS
CARE & CLEANING

UPHOLSTERY
In order to maintain your product’s quality and ensure the life of your upholstery, we
have tested several preventative steps you can take to protect the upholstery fabric on
your table and accessories.
Here are a few suggestions in caring for your upholstery fabric:
•

DO NOT store your table or upholstery fabric-covered accessories in temperatures
below 32°F/0°C or above 95°F/35°C. Extreme hot and cold temperatures will
damage the upholstery fabric. Some potential results are cold-cracking, brittleness
and upholstery fabric stretching. And, always keep your table away from heaters,
electrical appliances and direct sunlight.

•

We recommend cleaning your upholstery fabric to protect it against oil stains and
dirt which will cause cracking and permanent stains over time. Clean your upholstered items when needed using a mild solution of 4:1 diluted non-alcohol cleaner
such as Formula 409®, Fantastik®, Green Windex® or some other non-abrasive
cleaner. For disinfecting purposes you may use Protex, MadaCide, Accell TB,
Virox® (Canada) or a diluted 1/100 bleach solution. Dry the table immediately after
cleaning to remove excess cleaning solution. Using citrus based cleaners or other
strong cleaners, such as alcohol, acetone, higher concentrations of bleach or other
products that contain high concentrations of these substances, can shorten the life
of your fabric, or discolor it.
Note: Damage caused by cleaners will not be covered under the warranty.

•

Use both ends of the table evenly. Occasionally switch the face rest from one end
of the table to the other to reduce uneven wear.

•

Protect your table and accessories with sheets and fleeces. We offer both fitted
sheets and thick fleeces that protect your upholstery fabric against oil stains while
offering comfortable softness to your clients. You can also preserve your face rest
and bolsters with covers and fleeces.

BASE
•

Use only a mild solution of 4:1 diluted non-alcohol cleaner such as 409®, Fantastik®
or some other non-abrasive cleaner to wipe down the wooden surfaces. Apply with
a damp (not wet) lint-free cloth. Wipe these areas dry carefully with a lint free cloth.

•

The wooden cabinetry of the equipment can be polished with any polish approved
for wooden surfaces. Spray, or pour the polish onto a soft cloth and be careful not
to get it onto other surfaces.

•

It is important to visually inspect your table on a quarterly basis to ensure all
components are working properly and safely. Be sure to tighten all bolts to be sure
they are secure. Over time they may work their way loose, leading to an unsafe
condition.

•

ACCESSORIES

• The face rest and table extender should be removed when not in use.
These items should be stored in a cool, dry place.
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WARNINGS
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
NOTES:
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CONTACT INFORMATION:
Oakworks® Inc.
923 East Wellspring Road			
New Freedom, PA 17349
Phone: 717-235-6807
FAX: 717-235-6798

www.oakworks.com

European Authorized Representative:
Emergo Europe
Molenstraat 15
The Hague, 2513 BH Netherlands

CAUTION
Maximum Working
Load Rating:

500 LBS. (227 KG.)
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